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SCHOOLS FORUM 

Minutes of meeting held 17th January 2018 

 
 

Time:  2:00pm – 4:00pm 

Venue: Engage  

 
Attendees:  

Wendy Brett (WB) Independent Chair  

Heidi Price (HP) PAPH representative 

Wendy Cording (WC) PAPH representative 

Ian Cording (IC) PAPH representative 

Siobhan Meredith (SM) PAPH representative (reserve) 

Brett Storry (BS) SHAP representative 

David Maddison (DM) PLP representative  

Pat Gould (PG) PAG representative 

Claire Wills (CW) SHAP  Governor representative  

Anita Hemsi (AH) PLT representative 

Martyn Cox (MC) PLT representative 

Nick Ward (NW) PLT representative 

Brian Lee (BL) Nursery School representative     

Justine Mason (JM) PLT representative 

Julie Bevan (JB) PLT representative  

Ann-Marie Allchurch  (AA)       CE Diocese representative 

Maria Anderson (MA) RC Diocese representative 

Judith Harwood (JAH) Assistant Director, Education, Participation & Skills 

Jayne Gorton (JEG) Education, Participation & Skills – Head of Access & Planning 

Jo Siney (JS) Education, Participation & Skills – Head of SEND 

Rebecca Trott (HS) Education, Participation & Skills – Finance Officer 

Louise Jenkins  (LJ)                Education, Participation & Skills – Finance Officer 

Nadia Donald(ND) Clerk to Schools Forum 

 

Apologies: 

Brian Jones  (BJ)                     PAPH Representative 

Aaron Meredith (AM) PAPH representative 

Claire Upton (CU) PLP Finance 
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Gordon Cryer (GC)                     PAG representative 

Sarah Gillett (SG) ACE representative 

 

Observers  

Graham Roser  (GR)– Tor Bridge High  

Sue Smith (SS) – Education, Participation & Skills  

 

 

1. 
WELCOME & APOLOGIES 

Action 

 
As above. WB welcomed GR and SS as observers and RT who has 

been involved with the budget setting. 

 

2.  
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 6 DECEMBER 

 

 
Minutes approved.  

 

3. 
BUDGET SETTING 

 

 
WB informed members that we will be working from the papers 

provided today. There have been changes to appendices due to the 

EFA making late changes/updates etc. The purpose of the meeting 

today is to review the documents provided by LJ regarding maintained 

schools and academies budgets for 2018/19.  Decisions will be made at 

the end of the discussions.  

LJ informed the meeting that the distribution of the DSG to local 

authorities will now be set out in four blocks:- 

1. Schools block 

2. High needs block 

3. Early Years block 

4. New central school services block 

The funding available to allocate to schools is £149.060m.  The 

2018/19 high needs NFF allocation will be £29.411m. This is slightly 

higher than last year, which was expected.  

LJ took the group through the first part of the budget document and 

paused for questions:- 

DM asked if the £134,000 from the historic commitment was 

approved for use for LA statutory functions would the remainder be 

used to fund the DSG shortfall. WB confirmed that this would be 

discussed once all proposals have been heard.  

HP asked why in Appendix 1 (ESG retained spend on statutory duties) 

there was increase between the estimated costs for 2018/19 

compared to 2017/18. JEG explained that the figures were estimates 

and this year figures are more accurate. JEG confirmed that there had 

been no expansions, if anything contractions.  
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AH asked if all costs were related to just statutory duties. JEG 

confirmed that it was and that this has been gone through thoroughly.  

Costs have been checked against regulations and with finance staff. 

Currently looking at functions of every service to assess level and 

depth of work. There is work taking place within EPS service that is 

not just statutory and if these are removed the consequence will be 
loss of jobs. The EPS department will just be carrying out statutory or 

statutory plus. 

LJ confirmed that there would be no de-delegation . There were no 

objections to this within the consultation.   

Estimated 2018/19 School Budgets 

Page 14 of 25 within the budget document lays out the disapplication 

requests that have been made to the DFE. Three requests have been 

made and as of today only request number one has been agreed. If 

requests 2 and 3 are rejected this has not been modelled, but would 

look similar to appendix 8 with an adjustment of £33,000.  These 

technical adjustments will have an effect on the final budget. The ESFA 

have been late in accepting/rejecting these requests.  It is a 

requirement that the LA consult with Schools Forum on the impact 

this has on schools budgets and the summary budget position. 

Therefore LJ has provided appendices for all the likely scenarios in the 

appendices provided.  

JM noted that some schools will benefit and some won’t, however the 

overall figure won’t change. LJ confirmed that as a city we can afford all 

models.  

Pages 16 and 17 of the budget setting document have been replaced 

with a 4 page additional revised information document. This is due to 

the ESFA making an error within the APT (Authority Pro-forma tool) 

The APTs are a set of spreadsheets used to allocate schools funding.  

Updated information was provided on 15 January 2018. Page 2 of 4 

sets out the revised appendices based on the correct ESFA 

information.  The total schools block funding to be allocated is 

£149,550,000. 

The table on page 2 of the additional revised information document 

highlights the adjustments required to be made to AWPU depending 

on disapplication requests being accepted or rejected.  For each 
scenario there would be a small amount of funding unallocated due to 

roundings. It is proposed that this amount is transferred to the High 

Needs Block. 

AA asked if this would affect the consultation. LJ confirmed that this 

would still be valid as the consultation was based on last year’s census 

data.  

All proposals relating to this will be discussed at the end of the 

meeting.  
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Commitments funded from prior years underspend 

The emotional health and wellbeing project recently reported to 

Schools Forum an underspend of £83,883.50.  Two options have been 

considered and it is proposed that option 1 is actioned and that this 

funding is not drawn down to the project, but remains with the DSG 

due to the current overspend.  

It was noted that this was an uncomfortable decision for Schools 

Forum to make and this will be voted on at the end of the meeting.  

Plymouth Teaching School Alliance 

£400,000 of the allocated PTSA budget currently sits within the DSG 

budget. The actual amount of funding necessary to take the project 

forward is £30,000.  An additional amount £20,000 is required to 

support PTSA’s sustainability plans for the future.  

It is proposed that £30,000 plus an additional £20,000 to support 

sustainability  is released to PTSA and the remaining £350,000 is 

retained within the DSG to offset the current overspend of £1.392m 

PG asked what affect this retained amount would have on the DSG 

overspend. If all proposals are agreed the DSG overspend would be 

£290,000. WB added that there are a number of BMG’s currently 

taking place to help address the overspend and that work is ongoing.  

HP noted that we are making difficult decisions that will affect young 

people accessing S2S support as there will be no funding available to 

support those schools. PTSA is an important vehicle and there is a 

concern regarding vulnerable schools. The responsibility of PTSA 

sustainability lies with PTSA board and not Schools Forum.  It was 

noted again that this is a difficult decision for Schools Forum to make. 

JAH added that there are plans in place to support and endorse PTSA 

board. There are many different forums looking at School 2 School 

Support and looking at how we can access as a city collectively. There 

are opportunities to pool and collaborate on bids. S2S is not being 

withdrawn and that it will just be done differently. JAH assured 

members that conversations regarding this are happening.  

 

4. 
SCHOOLS FORUM PROPOSALS 

 

 
Following discussions the proposals/recommendations were voted on:- 

 

1. To keep the growth fund at £490,000 in 2018/19; the same level 

       as in 2017/18. Unanimously agreed  

 

2. No de-delegated costs are included in 2018/19 budget allocations 

for maintained primary or maintained secondary schools. 

Unanimously agreed(Only voted on by maintained schools) 

 

3. The Local Authority use the retained ESG duties element of the 

Central Services Block funding of £0.564m to meet statutory and 

regulatory obligations for schools.  1 abstention, agreed  
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4. Use the historical commitment previously used to fund the 

excellence cluster to reduce the DSG overspend by £0.668m and 

to offset the £0.134 shortfall to enable the local authority to 

continue to provide the services previously covered by the ESG 

retained grant. Unanimously agreed 
 

5. The local authority will not charge maintained schools for the cut 

in ESG general funding in 2018/19. Unanimously agreed 

 

6. The ‘National Funding Formula’ option is adopted in 2018/19.  

     1 abstention, agreed 

 

7. The AWPU formula factor percentages will be adjusted as per 

table 5 depending on the disapplication request decisions yet to be 

made by the ESFA. 1 abstention, agreed 

 

8. Any unallocated funding due to rounding errors will be transferred 

to the High Needs Block as per table 5 depending on the 

disapplication request decisions yet to be made by the ESFA. 

Unanimously agreed 

 

9. The Emotional Health and Wellbeing Project projected underspend 

of £0.084m remains within the DSG and is not drawn down into 

the project. 1 abstention, agreed 

 

10. The projected PTSA underspend of £0.370m is retained within the 

DSG to offset the current DSG overspend. 1 abstention, agreed 

 

11. An additional £0.020m is released to PTSA to support their 

sustainability plans for the future. Unanimously agreed 

 

12. Today the ESFA have approved disapplication request number 1.  

Therefore, the only final combination of decisions not already 

modelled is that disapplication request number 1 is accepted but 2 

and 3 are rejected.  It is proposed that if this is the final 
combination of decisions made by the ESFA that APT version 8 

(which relates to appendices 12 and 13) is adjusted by £33,531 (by 

reducing AWPU) to ensure affordability. Unanimously agreed 

 

5. Dates of future meetings  

  21st February 2018- 2pm–4pm at Windsor House  

 20 June 2018- 2pm–4pm at Engage  

 10 October 2018 – 2pm-4pm at Engage 

 5 December 2018 – 2pm-4pm at Engage 

 23rd January 2019 – 2pm-4pm at Engage 
 6 March 2019 – 2pm-4pm at Engage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


